“INERRANT WORD” MEANS “WHOLLY TRUE, WITHOUT ERROR

• Many claim that the Bible is infallible but not inerrant.
• Infallible and inerrant are not used to mean the same thing.
• Some use the word “infallible” to mean that the bible is true when it teaches doctrine, but not necessarily so in what it says about science, history, geography, etc.
• When some refer to the Bible as being “inerrant,” they are saying it is written without error together. This is the correct view.

THE BIBLE IS COMPLETELY WITHOUT ERROR BECAUSE IT IS THE WORD OF GOD

• Titus 1:2 - “God who cannot lie.”
• Proverbs 30:5 - “Every word of God is pure.”
• Psalm 19:9 - The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.”
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